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Abstract- Intrusion detection system(IDS) is must to detect
malicious activity in a network. In this paper we are
concentrating on accuracy and efficiency in network to detect
whether the packet as intruder element . We are using layered
based approach , with this approach more time is saved . There
are four layers in this system probe , DoS, R2L, and U2R, a
packet first checked for probe attack first if there is attack then
the packet is dropped. If there is no attack it will pass to DoS
layer. Similar approach is taken for other three layers. There
are 41 features to detect whether the packet affected or not. It
is not necessary to check all 41 features in all the layers for
this CRF mechanism is used with this approach we can detect
the attack efficiently and accurately.
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I.

Introduction-

Intrusion detection system was introduce in SANS institute in
1980s[6] . IDS is the tools/software that monitors the network
and which is used for the detecting attack on the network when
unauthorized user wants to access to network in that case we can
used IDS for the more security[1]. it work as firewall it provides
more security than firewall, virus etc. In this paper we are
concentrating on the accuracy and efficiency in network to
detect whether the packet as intruder element. Intrusion
detection system is classified in the two categories .
First one is Host based and second one is network based system.
Host Base IDS- Host base IDS work on the individual host or
device on the network it handles the intruders only on incoming
and outgoing on the device and then it report to the
administration and its alert.

conclusion of proposed system and then conclusion and
acknowledgment and. Section4 references.

II.

Proposed Work

For intrusion detection using layered based approach in this
approach we are using four layers which will show below it
compare with the kdd99 DATA SET as below table1 this is
downloaded we are only use it and it will compare the
packet[3][15]. And there is 41 features to check whether the
packet the packet affected or not using conditional random
field(CRF) but there is no compulsory that all 41 features to can
check into the all layers efficiently or accurately.
TABLE1
Normal
Probe
DoS
R2L
U2R
Total

Training set
97,277
4,107
391,458
1,126
52
494,020

Test set
60,593
4,166
229,853
16,349
68
311,029

Layerd Based Approach
We are using four layers probe layer, Dos layer, U2R layer and
R2L layer. Diagram mention below this is the working of
proposed system in this architecture shows this architecture
check firstly probe layer packet check first and it will check for
probe attack if there is attack and then it will dropped there and
if there is no attack it will pass to the next layer DoS layer. and
similarly further another three layer works same process. For
example Airport security Model, In this model number of
security available for checking to all members which suffer in
plane and firstly checking here such as visa, and identity proof in
sequence manner similarly LIDS works in same manner in
sequence and it protect to hole system over network.

Network Base IDS- Network base IDS works on hole system.
NIDS device is keep at one space on the network than it protect
to hole system anywhere when attack came in network in
anywhere in the network.Intrusion detection system is further
classified into categories. First one is signature based system and
second one anomaly based system.
Signature base system- Signature based system will check
packet firstly and it compare with the database signature. Other
method is used for the detection of attack on the network hybrid
system because it contains both approach signature base and
anomaly base system.
In section2 proposed work and methodology which is using for
intrusion detection such as conditional random field(CRF)[2].
and layered based approach . In section3 shows the result and
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Conditional Random Field(CRF)- Conditional random field is
one of the method which is used in this proposed system for
reduce the computation and also we are using LIDS approach for
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reduce overall time for detect malicious activity/attack in
network and protect to hole system. Here both approach are
combined and compare with the kdd99 data set because we are
using 41 features each layer select specific features such as
probe layer select only 5 features, DoS layer select 9 features,
R2L select 14 features and U2R layer select 8 features .
Features selection- In our system , we are choose 4 layers and
here select feature each and every layer individually and
categorised it off different type of attack base on layered base
approach and type of attack have been trained and detect it.
Probe layer- Probe layer is taking the information about the
destination that number of file creation and accessed it. In probe
layer select 5 feature only.
DoS layer- DoS layer is mainly it will force to the target to stop
the services and it provides flooding means eliminate the
request. In DoS layer select 9 feature only.
R2L Layer- R2L layer is one of the layer in which both type of
feature can be select like network level and host level feature. In
the network level feature such as duration of connection and
service requested and host level feature such as number of failed
logging. In R2L layer select 14 feature only.
U2R Layer- user to request layer is one of the layer in which
select the feature different type such as number of file creation
and number of shell prompts when we ignored features such as
protocol and source byte. In U2R layer select 8 feature only.

Feature name
Duration
Protocol-type
Service
Flag
Src-byte

DoS layer features selection
1
2
3
5
23
34
38
39
40

Features number
1
2
3
4
5
10
11
12
13
17
18
19
22
U2R layer features selection

Features number
Duration
Protocol_type
Service
Flag
Src_byte
Host
Num_failed_logins
Logged_in
Num_compermised
Num_files_creations
Num_shells
Num_access_files
Is_guest_login

Features number
10
13
14
16
17
18
19
21
algorithm

Features name
Host
Num_compermised
Root_shell
Num_root
Num_files_creations
Num_shells
Num_access_files
Is_host_login

Training
Step1: suppose n is the number of layers.

Probe layer feature selection
Feature number
1
2
3
4
5
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Duration
Protocol-type
Flag
Src-byte
Count
Dst_host_same_srv_rate
Dst_host_serror_rate
Dst_host_serv_serror_rate
Dst_host_rerror_rate

Step2: perform feature separately to each layer of entire system.
Step3: Train it for separately each layer with CRF for each layer
from step2
Step4: and it plug into the trained model sequentially connection
labeled feature as normal and it pass to the next layer.
Testing
Step5: for each test and perform to next step through step9.
Step6: test it and labeled it either attack or normal.
Step7: if there is attack in labeled then block it and identify it
attack represented by layer name and detect and go to the step5
Else it will pass to the next layer.
Step8: if the current layer is not last layer of system then it will
test while its not last layer system.
Else go to the step9
Step9: test while labeled is normal or as attack. If the instance
labeled is as attack it will block and identify the attack name.

R2L layer features selection
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III.

Result and Tables
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We are using kdd99 data set in this database compare with
the more than method such as naive Bayes, k-means clustering,
etc. Here we are using conditional random field with layered
based approach this approach is better than the another method
because its attack detection accuracy and efficiency is better to
another method selecting 41 features and features is categories in
different layer which is show above. Here result is compare the
result with layered and non-layered approach there is mention
here that accuracy in percentage and efficiency as shown in
below table and also there is output which is given kdd99 data
set it gives protocol etc.

layer
ed

NonLaye
rd

layer
ed

Non
layer
ed

Attack detection in
percentage
probe DoS
R2L

U2R

Feature
selection

98.62

97.40

29.62

86.33

17

All features

88.06

97.05

15.10

55.03

56

Features
selection

92.21

96.88

16.01
60.00

29

All features

87.94

96.12

17.58

Time
(sec)

48.24
57

In this table shows here CRF have very high attack detection
method with layered approach.
For probe layer it detect 98.6 percent with improvement 5.8
percent , for DoS layer 97.40
percent with improvement 5.8
percent , for R2L layer improvement 34.5 percent and last layer
U2R layer improvement attack detection with 34.8 percent
attack.

Conclusion
In this paper , we have found two problem first one is accuracy
and second one is efficiency for build system using intrusion
detection system. Our experimental result shows in section3
CRF is very highly attack detection with layered based approach
for improvement attack detection rate and decreasing FAR and
further feature selection and implementing the layered approach
and reduce the required and test the model and percentage is
show above.
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